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Letter from Prax Maryjasz and Alexina Proctor...
The Community Library presents exhibits based on the
genres of books particularly relevant to virtual worlds.
In the past we have featured books and builds from the
genres of Steampunk and Fantasy. Now comes
Science Fiction with its close relation to virtual worlds
in both imagination and creativity.
In this catalog we give recognition to the many who
made this exhibit possible. We also attempt to give
you, our community, an introduction not only to this
exhibit, but to science fiction, in general.
Since InWorldz is a creators paradise, lush with
affordable prims and space, continually improved by
the agile minds of founders and development team
working in tandem, we never lack for the best builders
and artists on the grid. This is a love letter to all of
them and to the InWorldz community and others
farther afield for their unfailing support of the
Community Library. Thank you.
Creative Director & Editor - Alexina Proctor
Editor - Prax Maryjasz
Copy Editor - Jillian2000 Quintessa
Photographs were taken by Alexina Proctor except for most profile photos, which were
submitted by each person profiled. All rights reserved for photographs and content.

Copyright 2013 Community Library of InWorldz
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The true delight is in the finding
out rather than in the
knowing.
— Isaac Asimov
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The Community Library on Delphi in the InWorldz virtual
world grid opened a new exhibit on May 4, 2013. Twentyone people contributed their time and creativity to make
this exhibit happen. This exhibit catalog will give you
glimpses of many of the creators of this exciting Sci Fi
immersive environment, presented in random order.

Alternate Mataverse main store on Metaverse sim
http://places.inworldz.com/Alternate%20Metaverse/185
The Rift - Club equipment, animations,
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DJ Cataplexia Numbers
with Mike Chase (page left)
opened the Sci Fi exhibit
with an out-of-this-world
dance music set.
Prax and Alexina want to
thank Cataplexia and Mike
for their long-time support
of the library through
contributions of time and
donations. Cataplexia and
Mike did a fund-raiser at
the opening of the
Community Library.
Cataplexia has been a
freelance virtual world DJ
since June 2007 when she
began DJing in Second Life.
She began to DJ in
InWorldz in November

5/84/17

2011. She plays a very wide
variety of music and is
known as "The Minstrel" in
RP & Celtic circles, and as
"The Queen Of Swing" by her
SL Swing Jazz fans. She is
probably one of the more
versatile DJ's you will come
across in Second Life and
InWorldz.
Additionally, Cat designs
clothing, shoes and jewelry
for her store The Cat's
Meow, and numerous
creations large and small
for Alternate Metaverse celebrating its 6th year of
creation in the virtual world.
Additional projects include
ArtWorldz, Chakras In
Motion and The Visual
Poetry Gallery.
Cataplexia placed a vendor
box containing both the
male and female outfits that
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she and Mike wore to the
opening near the front of
the dance stage. She will
contribute 100% of sales to
the library. You can tint the
hair and clothing to any
colors you wish.

Prax Maryjasz and Alexina
Proctor, co-owners and
You don't
founders of
have to burn books to destroy a culture..
the community
Just get people to stop reading
library pay the
them.
monthly tier and any
—Ray Bradbury
additional expenses, such
as hiring a storyteller,
from their own funds
plus donations to the
library donation box on
the reference desk.
Fifty-eight avatars visited the
library on May 4th and 36
were on the region
simultaneously. We are
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Below is an example of notecarded books you will
find on the 3rd floor of the Community Library.

Astounding Stories - issue January 1930
Beyond Lies the Wub by Philip K. Dick
Beyond the Door by Philip K. Dick
Earthmen Bearing Gifts by Fredric Brown
The Time Machine by H. G. Wells
The War of the Worlds by H. G. Wells

delighted with the opening
turnout and show of support
from the InWorldz
community.
The Library Collection
There are over 50 science
fiction books on the 3rd
floor of the library. Some of
the books give you the
complete book on notecards
if the book content is short

enough and the book is not
under copyright in the US.
The books have a letter on
them that identifies the type
of content.
A = Book gives URL to the
book on Amazon.com (USA)
G = Full book at Project
Gutenberg
N = Book on notecards
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In addition, each book will
give out a notecard with a
short biography of the
author or a URL to either
Wikipedia or another page
about the author.
In addition to books, there
are information posters and
a movie viewer with three
early 1900s silent movies
that are identified with
subgenres of the science
fiction genre, such as Mary
Shelley's Frankenstein.
Don't overlook the computer
monitors that give web links
to more books, URLs to sci
fi book award websites,
important Sci Fi research
websites, and
http://worldcat.org.
WorldCat is particularly
useful to those in the US
and in Great Britain.
"WorldCat is the world's
largest network of library

content and services" and
"WorldCat.org lets you
search the collections of
libraries in your community
and thousands more around
the world."
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advan
indist

— Ar
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Any

sufficiently
nced technolgy is
tinquishable from
magic.
rthur C. Clarke

Three walls have small slideshows
about some of the
builders and the library staff. Below
each slideshow is an "i" that
when touched will give a
notecard about the person or
team.
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A Sampling of URLs from the Awards Terminal
Arthur C. Clarke Award
http://www.clarkeaward.com
Hugo Awards
http://www.thehugoawards.org/
James E. Gunn Award for Science Fiction Writing
http://www.sfcenter.ku.edu/Gunn-award.htm
Nebula Awards
http://www.sfwa.org/nebula-awards/
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Snoots' advice on
how to explore the exhibits
Numerous items are interactive when leftclicked. If it looks like it might be clickable — click
away! :D
Be sure to have your sound turned on for the
best experience.
Start at the Stargate area. Feel free to left click
on the Popcorn Dalek or Musical Robot.
Click the Stargate for operational instructions.
Then go from there. : )
Stargates are used for travel throughout the
exhibit. When you see one... try it to see where it
leads.
The walkways are composed of posters from
the Hall of Funny at Replicant City. If you don't
understand a particular joke... just click the poster.
Throughout the exhibit are notecard givers,
information clickers and interactive items. Feel
free to click anything; it won't explode. Maybe.
Please feel free to explore.
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Snoots Dwagon
We could not have done
such a fine exhibit without
the long hours of hard work
put in by the doctor
(above)...I mean Snoots
Dwagon. Doctor Dwagon is

a member of the
Community Library Board of
Directors and a cocoordinator of external
exhibits. He designed the
external exhibition space
(outside the library building),
handled the

communications with the
external builders, and
brought in a lot of sci fi
objects he built.
Be sure to walk the poster
paths and read the posters
that are from his Hall of
Funny. Some are hilarious
and will put you in a great
mood.

Snoots is a tiny dragon or
"dwagon". First joining
virtual reality in October
2004, Snoots is a builder,
scripter, live music
performer and merchant,
the owner of DragonForge.
He creates and sells
science fiction items, sailing
ships, avatars, furniture and
a very unique and diverse
line of products.
Snoots' home is at
ElvenSong in Dwagons Keep
— a large castle with many
hidden passages and a
"secret" underground
playground. All visitors are
welcome.
His most popular creation is
About Snoots Dwagon
Replicant City, a region-size
The following is from his
high-sky science fiction city
biography notecard that you that features exhibits and
can retrieve under his
museums of a number of
slideshow on the library 3rd sci fi movies and television
floor.
shows, including Star Trek,
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Prax Maryjasz and
Alexina Proctor up close
and personal with the
Tripod built by Noelle
Argent. They are driving
the MULE-5 (5 seats)
created by Snoots.
Everyone can drive a
MULE-5. Give it a try!
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Doctor Who, Firefly, TRON,
Portal, Steampunk,
Hitchiker's Guide to the
Galaxy, Warhammer 40k,
The Matrix, Bladerunner
and much more. Visitors
are welcome 24/7/365.
Replicant City is highly
interactive and offers a
step-by-step tour for those
who don't want to miss
anything.
Snoots parked a duplicate
of his Firefly Eternity from
Replicant City on the roof of
the library after building a
special platform to keep the
library from being crushed
by the 984-prim air ship
that was created as a joint
probject by Snoots Dwagon
and Abby Dawson.
Go inside. You will find many
interactive objects. First
the story behind the ship and w
pick up a notecard from the MULE-5 in the bay ready for yo
"Info" object that tells you

where all the hidden places are. And there is even a
ou to fly.
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The Astrometrics by
Snoots Dwagon is a
holodeck that he built.
Use the menu
accessible from the
console to rez sci-fi
objects or stellar
objects (moon, venus,
etc.) Search for the
Stargate to it!

One of
the
biggest roles
Above is
of science fiction is to prepare
an interior
people to accept the future without pain
of the Firefly
and to encourage a flexibility of
Eternity. Explore
mind. Politicians should read
all the levels.
science fiction, not
westerns and detective
stories. — Arthur C. Clarke
(1970)
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Above are two robots Snoots created from Warhammer
40K: The Dreadnought and the Ork Killa Kan. Be sure to
touch any signs to see if they give you more information -on these, they should play sounds when you touch each
torso. Snoots has many more builds in the exhibits area,
but we will leave it to you to discover them. Be sure to take
all the Stargate portals.
DragonForge
http://places.inworldz.com/ElvenSong/213/21/45
Replicant City
http://places.inworldz.com/ElvenSong/128/127/3519
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There are many surprises
in the external exhibits.
Snoots put up Stargate
portals to builds you don't
see at the ground level.
The plasma reactors, the
rare Dalek who gives out
popcorn, and the musical
robot are all fascinating
builds from Snoots.
Snoots says: Some of the
items are based on existing
Sci Fi genres (such as the
Dalek from Doctor Who,
the Stargate, and the Robot
from Doctor Steel,
Rocketship X-1 and Robby
Robot). Others are original
concepts.

Science fiction is the
most important
literature in the history
of the world, because
it's the history of ideas,
the history of our
civilization birthing
itself. ...Science fiction is
central to everything
we've ever done, and
people who make fun of
science fiction writers
don't know what they're
talking about.”
—Ray Bradbury in
Brown Daily Herald,
March 24, 1995
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Jillian2000 Quintessa
Jillian is a member of the
Community Library Board
of Directors, and has been
on the board since the
beginning of this library.
For the Sci Fi exhibit, she is
co-coordinator of external
builds along with Snoots
Dwagon. Her primary role
was locating Sci Fi builders,

talking with them about
what we need and
reviewing some of their
work.
Jillian2000 has been a
resident of InWorldz since
late 2010. She owns the
Japanese village Tsuki
Mura (on the Edo Nippon
sim), and owns and
operates Uniquely
Quintessa, where she sells
home furnishings with an
Asian flair.
Jillian has worked tirelessly
at promoting the library,
executing numberless
tasks. Her longtime
association with the library
has earned her the respect
and gratitude of all of us.

Tsuki Mura on Edo Nippon http://places.inworldz.com/Ed
Uniquely Quintessa
http://places.inworldz.com/Edo%20Nippon/115/145/2
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time in many ways including
sitting in on Board
meetings and has created
a significant portion of the
science fiction books for
this exhibit. She now
makes her home on
InWorldz.
She writes, "I am a relative
newbie to virtual worlds
Amvans Lapiz
having only been involved
A San Jose State University for one year. One of my
graduate student in Library main interests is working
& Information Science and on becoming more
real world tech person,
proficient at creating
Amvans has acted as
objects and scripting in
Library Consultant for some InWorldz."
time. She volunteers her

o%20Nippon/23/229/23
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Maxim Carissa
To find the build by Maxim
Carissa and associate
builders Nutty Swansong
and Annemarie Wrydan,
look for the portal that has
the sign "Event Horizon"
beside it.

a fair few builds in the
bottomless pit of my
inventory too.
I am co-owner of Dawnsville
and a new recent sim
Harlow, with my partner
From Max's bio: I am an old Annmarie and my very good
mate Nutty Swansong. All
veteran to virtual worlds —
been in a few and around a three are known for the
few — but stayed in a world Titanic build in InWorldz,
plus we have done a couple
he enjoys.
of sci-fi builds for other
I build, contemplate builds,
watch others build, have got people.
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"Without Ann's and Nutty's help this
build would not have been completed
during a spell in hospital and recovery.
My admiration knows no bounds for
these two great friends."
When visiting the Event Horizon, you
will first land on a platform on the
right side of the ship. Then you walk
through a 2-door air lock and enter a
long hall where you can go left or
right. Be sure to watch for openings to
stairs going down to other levels.

Dawnsville http://places.inworldz.com/Dawnsville/223/14

43/39
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Bavarin Fleetfoot
Bavarin Fleetfoot is a friend
of the library. He donated a
number of Sci Fi objects he
created, which are on the
3rd floor of the library. The
one that visitors may like is
the poster that gives out a
"spock blocker" t-shirt when
touched.
Scotsgraymouser Janus
From her bio: "Lived for
art..was accepted at Rhode
Island School of design but
parents refused. Worked
on the Space Shuttle
Program. Got through two
wars, wrote poetry to Don
of La Femme Nikita,
traveled the world. Gravity
is my worse enemy and
fallen so many times there
are pieces of me
everywhere. Seen and

done things and best was
watching a comet that was
so close I could almost smell
it. Two kids, many
relationships, hippie,
traveller, but kinda stuck
now. IW gives
me the chance
to be what i
was and what i
can and will be.
I got a great
group of
friends, too
many to say
hello to (even
aliens). Began
at the start as
a mentor, and
still help when i
can."
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Mouser explains her robots: With bio arms, limbs,
electronic attachments to listen to everyone, to
replacment parts and the general decline in the vision
that we are one individual — not a mass that must obey
some Leader that uses us as replacement parts
ourselves.
We have become BORG.
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Prax Maryjasz
Prax writes: Prax is the coowner and founder of the
Community Library along
with Alexina Proctor. As coowners of the Community
Library, Alexina and Prax
are responsible for
financial, promotional and
executive decisions and sit
on the Board of Directors.
Prax will talk to anybody and
tries to make furniture
which will not distract from
the lovely books.

When Prax is not busy with li
you may find her in witty repa
Otherwise, she is probably bu
currently researching Mediev
Featherburr main: http://pl
Featherburr Medieval: http:/
Featherburr Fantasy: http://

ibrary tasks, such as editing notecards and blog postings,
artee with others on various InWorldz chat groups.
uilding anything from a small table to a castle. She is
val furniture styles and building special pieces by request.
laces.inworldz.com/Delphi/197/40/31
//places.inworldz.com/Mallinde/33/139/58
/places.inworldz.com/Timeless/208/147/29
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Bob Peterson and Serene
Glassfield created a couple
of "Race Cars of the
Future". The blue one is by
Serene and the red one is
by Bob.
Bob Peterson
Bob started building in a
world called ActiveWorlds
and migrated to Secondlife
in March 2006. Bob
writes, "I have built at least
one item every day since
2006. I moved my store,
BP Supplies, to InWorldz in
June 2010. BP Supplies is
now a full prim sim with
over 12,000 items
including vehicles."

Serene Glassfield
Serene is the owner of Port
Haven, a beach-front, familyBP Supplies Main Store, http:/
friendly community.
Port Haven: http://places.inw

//places.inworldz.com/BP%20Supplies/147/128/22
worldz.com/Port%20Haven/128/128/15
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Strand Starsider
Strand Starsider is not new
to creating exhibits for the
library that tie in with books
in the exhibit. In the Fantasy
Exhibit, he created an
underwater "Realm of the
Mermaids" complete with a
dance pavillion and dance

ball for Merfolk and free
Mer tails for visitors.
For the Sci Fi Exhibit he
used Jules Verne's 20,000
Leagues Under the Sea as
his inspiration and created
an octopus, giant squid, and
avatar memes with diving
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suits as described in the
book. To get to the
underwater world, take the
Stargate near the library
plaza.
On arriving at the other side
of the Stargate, you should
get a folder that has an
image that shows how to
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set your viewer for optimal
underwater viewing. What
you do is
Open World menu - >
Environment Settings - >
Environment Editor - >
Choose Advanced Water
Editor - > slide "Underwater
Fog Modifier" all the way to
the left -- 0.00. This will
make underwater viewing
clearer and better for taking
pictures if you want to take
travel photos.
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Look around. You are in a library and will see models of
items made for the build and illustrations from Verne
books.
Start exploring -- follow the tunnels -- see image to left. The
scenes are outside the tunnel. Yes, there are some
mermaids, but Strand is known for his Mer builds and it is
a visual signature to have one or two in underwater
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Rivendell at Mermaids: http://places.inwordz.com/Mermai
Mer Dance Balls: http://places.inworldz.com/Mermaids/1
Community Library @ Sendalonde build in progress:
http://places.inworldz.com/Sendalonde/21/63/22

ds/112/19/73
144/67/29
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scenes.
Strand is the owner and
creator of Rivendell at
Mermaids region. He has
had major builds in many of
the InWorldz Dreamz &
Visionz Art Fests sponsored
by Jeri Rahja.
He has nearly completed a
major new library for the
Community Library which
takes up about half a sim. It
is on
Sendalonde in Elf
Clan.

The only
way of discovering
the limits of the impossible is
to venture a little way
past them, into
the impossible.
—Arthur C. Clarke
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Noelle Argent
Noelle created the Tripod that you see to the right. Click
on it to hear its greeting. From her bio: I'm Noelle Argent,
formerly Ferran Brodsky of SL. Chances are you may still
not know who I am so I will give the Cliff Notes version. I
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spent a lot of time working on co-projects that are fantasy
and sci fi related in SL and hopefully here as well.
Who I am today is Noelle Argent and I work exclusively on
the InWorldz grid making new designs or upgrading my
old ones. My first love is science-fiction building and my
second love is (see: first love). My current build is my
rendition of a Firefly themed border planet spaceport that
captures Asian influence, old west and industrial with
several high tech fiction elements."
Below is the "Hyanide Prototype" based on a real life
mono-tread concept vehicle. Click on her exhibit sign to
find out more about the objects in her exhibit.
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These builds are at the 3135 height on Forbidden Fruit
region -- NOTE: Forbidden Fruit is an ADULT rated region.
Because that region forces a landing point, you must TP
twice to get to her works-in-progress.
Forbidden Fruit region
http://places.inworldz.com/Forbidden
%20Fruit/206/172/3135
Two of her builds at that location are shown above.

On the following page we have photos of Noelle in various
Sci Fi outfits that she created. The lighting was not
optimal for the photos. Contact Noelle Argent if you are
interested in seeing any of these in better lighting.
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Alexina Proctor
Alexina is the co-owner and
founder of the Community
Library along with Prax
Maryjasz. As a co-owner of
the Community Library,
Alexina sits on the Board of
Directors. She devises the
agenda, leads the meetings,
and keeps the board and
consultants on track to
meet deadlines.

posters, does most of the
blog postings for the library,
manages the library website
and calendar and teaches
library staff how to create
library books and other
interactive things for the
library.
Alexina has retired from
web development and
teaching in the San Jose
State University School of
Library & Information
Science.

When she is not working on
the library, she is
terraforming on one of the
three regions she and Prax
own, planting trees and
flowers, creating waterfalls,
helping Prax with script
Her primary responsibility is modification, or working on
lighthouses, fountains and
the techie side of running
the library. She creates the other things for sale at
Featherburr.

volumes for this exhibit.
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The following are notes from
Le's bio.

Le Krish
Another San Jose State
University School of Library
& Information Science
graduate student, Le took
an independent study with
Alexina in the Spring 2013
semester and has learned
about how our library
functions in InWorldz. She
has been sitting in on Board
meetings, contributing
ideas, and learning how to
create books for a virtual
library, including a
significant number of Sci Fi

I was introduced to
InWorldz by Alexina Proctor
during a course study. ...I
enjoy building and spent
much time creating books
for this new collection. I
enjoy the community in
InWorldz and am often
surprised by the generosity
and genuine help I receive.
When I am not in the library
I enjoy exploring shared
landmarks and incredible
builds; a favorite being the
Alizarine Lakes Acquarella
builds by Alizarin Goldflake.
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my current team members
Tiana and Carnage Genesis!
After I left Jade along with
my team members, I was
led here to InWorldz where I
flourished. Opportunities
abound, I learned much
more about making
sculpted prims, learned
many more ways to play
Samyiel Fallen
with a prim, and eventually
Samyiel contributed the
opened my own shop called
Guardian Angel from
OctoGod Industries!
Genesis City. Samyiel writes Soon after, I was given an
in his bio: "When it comes
opportunity to test my
to actual building, I had my building skills in creating a
start in SL, trying to get the fully functional Sci-fi roleplay
hang of the alien interface
sim, to which I have spent
for the first time. (my only
many hours working on.
prior experience being 3D
Though it is not yet finished,
modeling classes at an art it is well on its way and I am
school) I later joined up with extremely proud of this
a group calling themselves work."
Jade Dragon where I met
OctoGod @ Bravin http://places.inworldz.com/Bravin
%20Estates/159/38/62
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Ferrator Montoya
Ferrator has many avi shapes, thus the image of him
above.
Ferrator writes about his exhibit at the library:
Science fiction is often a utopic vision. Crisp, clean, shiny
and Uber fast. I do not believe it is going to be that, not for
everyone. Some people will still work for a living and their
equipment is going to reflect that.
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What I have built is for
cargo and research. I have
a large carrier for the
landers that will move cargo
and equipment planet side.

lowest bidder. George Lucas
with Star Wars and oddly,
Serenity, reflect this
thinking. Face it, both the
Millenium Falcon and the
Firefly had seen much
Function is everything,
better days. However, like a
multi-purposing 'golden'. The present day trucker, you just
cargo containers can be re- keep working and doing
structured to be used as
what it takes to keep the
living quarters and research equipment 'on the road'.
facilities. Nothing pretty
Other builds I have done in
here. Utilitarian and, as is
IW include the Ferret Run.
usually the case, craft and
Sadly, this is now gone.
equipment built by the
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In front above is the "Space Ship-Flat Top Carrier". Click on th
and the carrier.

he side to go inside to explore both the landing site habitat
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I have explored 3D art in virtual worlds.
...and then, a passion of mine...Airships
Ferratorium @ Dragon
http://places.inworldz.com/Dragon/205/47/40
Hues of Ferrator @ Timeless (Art)
http://places.inworldz.com/Timeless/246/204/24
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Woody Mcalpine
Woody writes, "The
Liberator (on the left page)
is the name of the space
ship I made; it's from a TV
series from the 1980s. A
builder from early beta in
another grid, I prefer prims
to sculpts or mesh. I build
and my very talented
partner Kemi Mcalpine
textures everything I make.
I make prims fit our
imaginations and Kemi
brings them to life. Its
fun to build and we build
for fun.

Libraries raised
me. —Ray
Bradbury

In the two years we have
been in Inworldz we have
built around 10 sims. Plus
we have changed our own sims countless times." Woody
and Kemi sell their wares at "All Your Needz" region:
http://places.inworldz.com/All%20Your
%20Needz/43/173/24
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Neon Plutonium
"I have been active, on and off, in VWs
for a number of years. While making
no claim to the hallowed moniker of
'builder', I am inspired by the
opportunity to create virtual worlds as
my personal vision of the future. I
briefly owned a sim in InWorldz, that
featured my futuristic vision, but
abandoned the build due to financial
concerns. The potential opportunity to
return to a 're-branded' Mainland at a
lower cost intrigues me, however.
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I am a lifelong Sci-Fi fan, and I have always
wanted to create a stylized version of a
1950's era Sci-Fi Rocketship that would
feature a 'realistic' interior setting that
could be explored. The opening of this
exhibit inspired me to finally realize that
vision, however imperfectly. For a
description of my build, please interact with
'Robbie the Robot' adjacent to the
gangway. Thank you for visiting, enjoy the
exhibit!"
When you visit
Neon's Cygnus
X-1, you will need
to climb to 3
different levels to
see the whole
build.
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Koni Lanzius
Machinima is my "hobby within a hobby". I have been
enjoying virtual environments for seven years now,
starting in Second Life and branching out into InWorldz
and Open Sim Grid, as well as hypergrid jumping to the
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The Commjnity Library Board of Directors thanks Koni
Lanzius for putting her machinima expertise to work for
us. She created the above machinima and donated it to
the library.
http://blip.tv/clantz/sci-fi-exhibit-inworldz-delphi-6585743
Examples of her media are at:
http://blip.tv/clantz and http://blip.tv/itrc
European grids. I enjoy the
creativity of trying to tell the
story of my subjects in
moving image and music, so
that the best features of the
virtual environments are
used to good effect.

In real life, I have a BA in film
and have worked as a media
lab tech for many years.
More recently, I am in a
Doctoral program at USC
Rossier School of Education
as an Educational
Psychology major. When I
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have free time, I enjoy trying
to develop educational
models in the virtual as I
believe that there is great
potential for educaton and
therapy in this medium.
I currently have a 12 sim
nation in Open Sim Grid
(http://www.osgrid.org/)
that shows on the world
map as Elven World, but it is
actually called "Alma're
Nation". As you may guess,
it is themed after Tolkien's
mythology, specifically the
Elves of the Middle Earth.
Don't forget to visit the cave
of Arda while you are there!
All are welcome to visit ! I
have created lovely
meadows, welcoming pubs
and Halls of Elven History.

Tiana Genesis
Tiana donated her Cosmos
which is a ball of moving
colored light — calming and
mesmerizing. Tiana writes,
"I love art in all forms, and
because of that I dabble in
everything. In RL I create
beaded jewelry, chainmail,
paint on canvas, do
sculpture, leatherwork,
make soap and the list goes
on and on. In virtual worlds I
Once in Open Sim Grid, do a also dabble in everything
from taking photos of avi's
search on the map for
with different lighting to
Oberon, my home sim.
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building full structures, full sims, creating weapons and
working on the Genesis Combat and Roleplay team and
now I create jewelry. I have designed logo's for people's
inworld businesses and am always looking for something
new to try." You can find her jewelry and more at
WulfRaven Creations @ Bravin Estates:
http://places.inworldz.com/Bravin
%20Estates/148/114/41
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Xentor Antarix (right) & Lunastra Silverweb
Xentor and Lunastra work as a team and brought in many
Sci Fi items they collaborated on. From Xentor and Luna:
Xentor: "Luna and I came here 3 years ago after our
roleplay sim in another grid was lost."
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Luna: At that point we decided to leave what Xentor called
the 'sinking ship'. And we searched a week for a good
place with good builder options. We found InWorldz."
Xentor: "The Server administration personnel here was
very nice and helpful to us. And soon we found friends
under the mentors here. The building options are very
great too for people who want to make complex large
projects like we do.
A heaven for creative minds."
On the first following twopage spread you can see
three of the ships by
Xentor and Lunastra. In the
upper left is the Good Hope,
which has an interior you can
explore. In the middle is the TBS
Athena and just the top of the
Asteroids Game can be seen. Pick up information about
their asteroids game and other parts of their builds.
On the next page you see the Asteroids Game and the
Gravity Glider Replicator.
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To see more by Xentor and Lunastra, visit The Vortex
http://places.inworldz.com/The%20Vortex/127/130/3008
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The "Friends of the Library" list below represents
contributors of 500 Iz or more in money or in-kind
donations since the opening of the library in February
2012. The list on the facing page are our exceptional
contributors.
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Mike Chase
Wolf Hartnell
Koni Lanzius
Rhiannon McKenna
Thinkerer Melville
Tadhg Muirin
Cataplexia Numbers
Jeri Rahja
Sonoma Sandalwood
Emilie Seda
Strand Starsider
Quadrapop Tree
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